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We have to examine more centuries in case of the research of 
Homezovasarhely farm schools' story and his future. We have to take the 
features of Hodmezovasarhely settlement construction and the structure of 
a settlement into consideration. I present the vital opportunities of 
centuries, students' and schoolmasters' life. I review the farm schools' fate 
on the city's area because of the beginning until our days in my publication. 
I review the farm schools' fate on the city's area because of the beginning 
until our days in my publication. The story of these schools dates back to 
one farther in time. His faithfulness, his affection, the work of his will and a 
persistent made his former pupils' function valuable. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
We know by Laszlo Kortvelyessy (1985) only a farm school affected 

1857 yet, but their number grew to 25 already around 1890. The churches 
directed it some quasi, there was one single farm school in a communal 
treatment. The reformed denomination maintained 18 elemental schools on 
a farm, the Roman Catholic Church with 6 schools, 1 was at the parish's 
disposal. (Kortvelyessy, 1985) 

The number of the schooling age ones came close to it on the 
century's end, the outer area the 2000, but these his big part because of the 
known geographical and economic reasons only interval visited the school. 
1000 children owed the regularly into a school roaming. The reformed 
church founded some newer farm schools before the turn of the century, but 
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this did not insure bigger progress. Many kilometers had to be walked yet 
always on bad roads at this time for the little pupils.  

From 1st August 1902 some outer area schools it was nationalized, 
this affected 26 schools. 43 farm state schools affected 1938 with 49 
schoolmasters, and 2432 enroll with a student. The population 39 %-a lived 
at this time in the boondocks, all school age children 41 %-a into a farm 
school beaten. These farm schools generally onto 5 km of distance they 
were from each other, Kuno Klebersberg Minister of Culture one for which 
thank you can be said to a school constructor's endeavor.  

The cultural upswing in the mirror of the numbers is imposing, but 
behind the numbers worthy to sow a glance. The school attendance 
depended on the parents practically yet in the past century's second party. 
The children's considerable part did only some classes there was need for 
the workforce at home. The half of the school rope ones went to the school 
only sometimes, primarily in the boondocks.  

One of the aged pensioner headmaster Ferenc Csenki (1958), the 
successor recalled this time, that market place pensioners living today yet 
based on the oral tradition know: Beautiful May in a month hatched already 
the goose,  

“The pedagogy may rest until a half-year, 
Because the God created the child because of that, 
How he should be, who let him protect the goose.” (Csenki, 1958) 
The number of class members between 50, 100 was not rare. “6 

benches were sent to the Szorhat School, because 54 students were a parts 
of his kneeling on the skim in 1875 wrote in the 18 square meters 
classrooms.” (Kortvelyessy, 1985)  

The development was continuous despite the much difficulty. The 
number of the illiterate ones in addition to the 6 years in a population's 
average in 1870: 68 %, in 1880: 56% , in 1890: 46,7%, in 1900: 38,6%, in 
1910: 31,3%, in 1930: 18%, in 1940: 5,1%. The national average 
Hodmezovasarhely was better at all time with some percentages 
neighborhoods results.  

The farm schools got their share of an important role in the cultural 
life of the people living on the farm. The farm schoolmaster availed himself 
of the ones living there together in the boondocks and helped them from 
Kutas to Kopancs, from Erzsebet to Batida helped the students despite the 
narrow opportunities of the progress.  
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From 1938 the farm students with a poor fate keep recalling his 
student hostel in that manner already, than the farm talented schoolboys' 
patrons, who the nation to be come his elite desired to rear. This endeavor 
looked as a single example throughout the country. “They wanted to help 
the farm students into a height that they should receive an opportunity 
suiting their talent, their conditions in the nation's life.” (Imre, 1986) The 
talents' tracing is example to follow living today.  

 
THE WORLD CHANGED 

 
The farms' number decreased rapidly because of the 1960 years, 

single districts became depopulated after each other on the city's outer area. 
The schools closed down gradually in this manner. A school stayed in the 
farm centers only later; onto 2007 they came to an end there. Schooling age 
student living on some farms today a school bus paid by the urban local 
government organized well delivers it, with a teacher accompaniment into 
the urban school there and back up. Once, until more years, until a decade 
from a course book they were taught by a teacher, it was not modified in all 
years. It was over under 50 years big one the world changed, and the child 
of the end of the millennium has roughly two decade-long times in the 
accelerating time today that way, that let him acquire it everything is worthy 
of it for the civilization development of two millennia his element, in him 
the latter one with the results of the explosion of two centuries of scientific 
information. (Csapo, 2003) 

To arrange our students through 12 years in this knowledge set big 
responsibility. This is not possible in study groups drawn together already, 
with 1-2 schoolmasters. Necessary, that let them come in for education with 
an academic specialization system. If this step is canceled, then by today the 
equal chances in a measure like that would have decreased by, that the 
nation would be left out from his new learning certainly quasi: informatics, 
foreign language, etc. Later the new workplace from opportunities economic 
and cultural contacts expanded from his opportunities unbelievably. (Gal, 
2006) The people who were not able to be able to read and write fell behind 
earlier from the others. Today the same situation the computer with a usage 
and this situation will be the internet with access, and with the deficiency of 
the strange language knowledge.  
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MESSAGE FOR THE FUTURE 
 
“Their own foot and their head using, to orient in the high life 

certainly knowing, because of the roadside velocity not giddying our ideal, 
one like this is needed to form.” (Marx 1968) It is necessary to face up to 
the new challenges, and it is necessary to answer. It is necessary to teach 
that they should be able to conform to the changes which cannot be seen yet 
in that manner today. This is not a schoolmaster's task. Does the issue that 
little would be the underprivileged talent come up? The appearance cheats. 
Who it is necessary to seek out only are in that manner as the big 
predecessors made it because of the 1930 years. Today already the small 
settlement edge disadvantage, because of this the way to the high school 
graduation into a program it is necessary to help with right, that from these 
settlements with a talented but non-prejudicial situation getting in, let a 
child in need not be left out from the grammar school education high-quality 
because his social background keeps it at a distance from this, because this 
may guarantee his later higher education studies. The multilingual, schools 
supporting talents with a new type, student hostels' support would be most 
expedient. The development of the good of the Hungarian intellectual 
property would turn into possible one in this manner. Even the reading clubs 
play an important role on the small settlements beside this. The farm 
cultural life will have irradiance till then while people being at work for 
their community are active in the reading circles in the accelerating time. 
(Szenti, 2007) Inhabitants organize the village days in the farm centers 
annually. Onto the memory of the founders of 50 year Batida the belfry was 
inaugurated on the little settlement. Jozsef Racz according to a local 
schoolmaster, the inventor of the building his worthy example it: we do not 
forget the past, the predecessors, and we send the future a message by way 
of it. The new buildings anyway Batida it is enriched, namely on an 
enduring manner. 
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Picture No 1: Matyashalom School 

 
Centennial feast the newspaper Delvilag writes about it with a title in 

the market place boondocks daily, dreamed the past the Matyashalom 
school's former students, his schoolmasters living yet were their schools on 
the 100th anniversary of his existence. In the 50th the school was surrounded 
by a park blooming according to the then fashion in years and a Micsurin 
garden. Since then onto the local government's petition Muemlek 
Felugyeloseg the was a school declared his building a monument. (Picture 
No 1) 

Artists exhibitions are organized in Soshalom during Autumn 
Cultural Festival of Vasarhely, occasions annually present their newest 
works on an outer area art exhibition. At the school beside a world war 
monument the historical events more wooden headboards the successors 
made it a memory with initiation for him.  
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Picture No 2: in memoriam Csomorkanyi School 
 
Szentkiraly was a small village Hodmezovasarhely to the south, the 

former Hod-to on the east coast of a lake the mediaeval settlement. It 
became depopulated on the time of the 15 year wars in the 14th century. 
(Blazovich, 1996) In 2005 remembering the settlement, the posterity Sandor 
Navay inaugurated a sculptor's creation the already likewise non-
functioning, Kuno Klebelsberg was being built in time was in Szentkiralyi 
Altalanos Iskola garden.  

The schools broke down his majority far from the city in the border 
outside, his place in big boards, a sunflower blooms for example. The 
former schoolmates set up memorial columns at the time of his encounter 
after each other in the latter years at former Csomorkanyi School. (Picture 
No 2) Their bond, their respect are advertised to that school, where it had 
the right to them on his time.  
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Ószikáncs, Kútvölgypart initiated similar one. The posterity shows 
in that manner, it is grateful to predecessors, your knitter to the landscape, 
and the ghost of the place equally. 

 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
 
References are born in the preliminary studies of the monographs; 

the posterity values the little opportunity, because it counted as a big value 
where he was nothing.  

The farm schools completed their historical mission by our days, it 
was started from the distant depth and the talents were helped on the road of 
the rise. They deserve that we should take care of it with honor, 
remembrances in the course of the history with an eye fearing for their 
afterlife. 

The settlement constructions of Hódmezővásárhely neighborhood 
are special. Around the city, roughly onto an equal distance farm centers 
that never turned from an administrative viewpoint into independent one 
took shape. To be emphasized on the other hand it, how their school, which 
gave a chance, was independent onto the development. To keep their role 
pointing forward in our days already they don't know, the schools closed in 
this manner; it is possible to guarantee the equal opportunity of the children 
going to the surrounding cities' schools in this manner only. Many people do 
not return already on the other hand in this manner, the farm centers become 
depopulated slowly.  
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